The predicate of a proposition (sentence) is that which is affirmed of the subject.

Say It! Write It! Repeat It!

We are warm.

Damp is wet.

Night is quiet.

Wood is hard.

Ten are enough.

Balls are round.

Sheep are docile.

Pillows are soft.
Sentence Construction Predicate:
The predicate of a proposition (sentence) is that which is affirmed of the subject.

Flowers are pretty.

Clouds are water.

Skies are clear.

Storms are noisy.

Trees are resources.

Children are little.

Giraffes are big.

Tomatoes are red.
Sentence Construction Predicate:
The predicate of a proposition (sentence) is that which is affirmed of the subject.

Say It! Write It! Repeat It!

Books are read.

Children are eager.

Parents are hopeful.

Families are havens.